
High Resolution Projector Masters the Craft of Business Presentation

The ViewSonic new short throw projec-
tor PJD5353 featuring BrilliantColor™ 
technology with 2,500 lumens, XGA 
1024 x 768 resolution and 3,000:1 
contrast ratio carries out professional 
business presentation with clear, crisp 
images and vivid colors. Eco-mode and 
high-performance energy-saving light 
bulbs not only reduce the noise level 
but extend lamp life for up to 6,000 
hours and minimize the expense. The 
short throw lens allows big projected 
images from short distance, PJD5353 
can project a 100-inch wide screen 
projected image in the distance of just 
one meter without image blur. The 
PJD5353 with multiple RGB computer 
input and output signals is available 
for users to easily switch the screen 
and deliver a dynamic presentation in 
office and classroom. The off to Go 
mode provides quick shutdown in 0 
seconds and turn-on in 3 seconds that 
incredibly shows the smart and innova-
tive thinking of exhibiting the conve-
nience of business presentation. 

 PJD5353

1   XGA 1024 x 768 resolution, 2,500 lumens and 3,000:1 contrast ratio
 PJD5353 projector prevails with leading 2,500 lumens brightness, XGA 1024 × 768 
resolution, and 3,000:1 contrast ratio that meet the projection needs of medium and large 
conference room presentation. No need to turn off the lights and you can have a clear 
projection with vivid colors and high-resolution picture texture.

2  BrilliantColor™ technology

   Latest BrilliantColor™ technology delivers vivid color and clear picture quality with 
all-digital way to enhance projected image. Advanced 6-segment color wheel as well 
enriches the performance of yellow color and further augments the representation of overall 
color.

3  6000-hours high performance long-life light bulbs
    In the environment of energy-saving mode, the high-performance long-life light bulbs can 
last for 6000-hours lamp life, it not only greatly enhances the lamp life of the projector, 
but minimizes the cost of constantly replacing light bulbs. Compared to other models, the 
lamp can last for 1,000 to 2,000 hours lamp life than others.

4  Short throw ratio provides big projection size
     The use of high-quality short throw optical lens enable a 100-inch projected image within 
1.4 meters, you can enjoy splendid presentation in any environment with the crowds 
without worrying about projection distance.

5  0 second shutdown, 3 seconds turn-on, Off to Go Mode saves your time
   PJD5353 projector with the efficient off to go mode that enables quick shutdown and 
turn-on alleviates your burden of long-time waiting, automatic cooling can be conducted 
even without power plug-in. It also takes only 3 seconds to turn on the projector. Without 
the burden of complicated procedures, you can enjoy the user-friendly off to go mode more 
quickly and easily.

6  Eco-mode saves energy, reduces noise and extends lamp life 
     Eco-Mode power saving mode meets the environmental needs to provide the most appropri-
ate image brightness performance and reduce unnecessary waste of energy. In terms of fan 
cooling, eco-mode assists to adjust the power of fan operation and reduces significantly 
the noise generated by the fan.

7  RGB computer signal input and output
    During presentation, you can connect PJD5353 with two computers individually to easily 
switch two screens and browse content on the screen, it saves efforts of complicated 
devices. The built-in RGB computer signal output can simultaneous project and deliver 
signal to connected screen and computer for you to view the contents on the screen.
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 PJD5353                             

                              

Display             Type                   TI DMD 0.55”

                      Resolution                   1024 (H) x 768 (V)                          

                      Lens                             Fixed Focus                   

                      Keystone Correction          +40 ~ -40

                      Projection Size                 40'' ~ 300''

                      Projection Distance           0.5 ~ 5 Meters

                      Throw Ratio                   0.68

                      Lamp                   OSRAM

                      Lamp Life (Normal / Eco Mode)     5,000 / 6,000

                      Brightness (Max.)              2,500 

                      Contrast Ratio (Max.)         3,000:1

                      Aspect Ratio                   4:3 / 16:9

                      Color Depth                    24 bits, 16.7 m

                      Color Wheel                   6-Seg RGBCYW

Audio               Speaker                          2W *1

Input Signal       Computer and Video          NTSC M (3.58 MHz), 4.43 MHz

                                       

                      Frequency                        Horizontal: 31~100 kHz；Vertical: 50 ~120 Hz

Compatibility     PC                               1024 x 768 @ 60Hz (Native)

                      MAC                             Analog (*May require MAC adaptor)
Connector          RGB Input                   DB-15 *2
                      RGB Output                   DB-15 *1
                      HDMI Interface                *1
                      Composite Input               RCA-1 *1
                      Component Input              Share with RGB (RGB *1)
                      Audio Input                   3.5mm Mini-Mono Jack *2
                      Audio Output                   3.5mm Mini-Mono Jack *1
                      RS232                   DB-9 *1
                      Mini USB-B                   *1 (Firmware Update / Mouse)

Power              Power Voltage                 100 ~ 240 Vac 50 / 60 Hz

                      Power Consumption          245 W

 

PAL (B, D, G, H, I, M, N, 60)
SECAM (B, D, G, K, K1, L)
480i and 576i
480p and 576p
720p,1080i, 1080p

                              

                                                 

Operation          Temperature                   0°~ 40°C / 32°~ 104°F

Environment       Humidity                   10 ~ 80%, Non-Condensation                   

                      Altitude                   0~30,000 feets

Noise Level       Normal Mode / Eco Mode   30 dB / 28 dB

Dimension         Physical     (mm)             294 x 242  x 84 

                      (W x D x H)(inch)            11.57”x 9.52”x 3.3”

                      Package       (mm)               375 x 345 x 183 

                      (W x D x H)(inch)            14.76”x 13.58”x 7.2”            

Weight             Net                              5.7 lbs (2.6 kg)

                      Gross                   7.5 lbs (3.4 kgs)

Regulations             

                      

                             

                              

Power Cord, 1.8 m, black 

VGA Cable, 1.8m, black 

Remote Control, AAA Battery

Quick Start Guide (One Sheet Version)  

ViewSonic DVD Wizard (With User Manual) 

Warranty Card & Sticker (China Only)

RoH，CB，CCC，PSB，C-tick，KC，

SASO，CE，GOST-R，Ukr，ErP，

SVHC list & REACH DoC， UL，FCC 

(including ICES-003)，cUL，NOM，

TUV-S，GS

English / Dutch / French / Spanish / 

Italian / Korean / Thai / Portuguese / 

Traditional Chinese / Simplified Chinese 

/ Japanese / Russian / German / Swedish 

/ Turkish / Finnish / Polish / Czech

Language

Item                                                    Content Item                                                    Content
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HDMIAudio Out

Audio In Power D-sub Input

D-sub Output

RS-232

*1 

*1 

*1 

*1 

*1 

*1 

Projection
Distance

 [Inch (cm)]

Image Height
 [Inch (cm)]

Image Width
 [Inch (cm)]

Vertical Offset
 [Inch (cm)]

40 (102) 22 (0.5) 24 (61) 32 (81) 3.6 (9)
60 (152) 33 (0.8) 36 (91) 48 (122) 5.4 (14)
80 (203) 44 (1.1) 48 (122) 64 (163) 7.2 (18)

100 (254) 55 (1.4) 60 (152) 80 (203) 9.0 (23)
150 (381) 83 (2.1) 90 (229) 120 (305) 13.4 (34)
200 (508) 111 (2.8) 120 (305) 160 (406) 17.9 (45)
250 (635) 139 (3.5) 150 (381) 200 (508) 22.4 (57)
300 (762) 167 (4.3) 180 (457) 240 (610) 26.9 (68)

4:3 ScreenScreen Size
Diagonal

[Inch (cm)]
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